
TENDER SALE 

CLOSING DAY / DÍA DE CIERRE  

VENTA POR RECEPCIÓN DE OFERTAS

GUTINVEST
INTERNATIONAL ASSETS

Location / Localización : 

VIEWING BY APPOINTIMENT - VISITAS CONCERTADAS  
info@gutinvest.es    Telf: (+34) 932696282

Industrial cleaning equipment
Brands: Kärcher, Piquersa, Dulevo, Tenant 

Burgos - Spain

16/05/2019 - 16:00:00
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www.gutinvest.es



GUTINVEST
INTERNATIONAL ASSETS

www.gutinvest.es

Tender sale nº- 020519M: 

- Buyers resident in Spain:      IVA 21% .
- Foreign buyers belonging to the European Union:
   They must inform of their valid CIF number. Otherwise, the current Spanish VAT will be applied.
- Buyers that do not belong to the EU: They will have to pay the Spanish VAT as deposit. Once the origi-

nal customs documents have been received, officially signed and stamped, the VAT amount will be re-
turned to the buyer.

Disassembly, loading and transport

VAT over the highest bid, including sale comission

Location: 

Collection:

Sale conditions:

The lots are sold in condition “as is where is”  
without express guarantee. 
The buyer must provide proof of payment of the 
invoice to make the removal of their lots.

Viewing day: By appointment

Sale comission over
the highest bid 

Closind date: 16/05/2019 16:00:00

Company organizer of the sale:

GUTINVEST INTERNATIONAL ASSETS S.L.
Tavern nº 57 - 63  08006 Barcelona (Spain)
Phone: (+34) 932696282 
E-mail: info@gutinvest.es

SPECÍFIC CONDITIONS

Industrial cleaning equipment

By appointment

Burgos - Spain

At the buyer’s expense. 

Payment details:      Bank transfer     
BANK:   BBVA            IBAN Nº.: ES 57 0182 0807 1802 0208 4294 - SWIFT CODE / BIC:  BBVAESMM

       Concept:    Please, indicate  “Sale nº and Buyer nº ”

Personal data protection:
In accordance with the provisions of current regulations, we inform you that your personal data collected on the website by completing forms and / 
or emails, will be incorporated into the treatment system owned by GUTINVEST INTERNATIONAL ASSETS S.L. Unless otherwise specified, it is 
considered necessary to complete the data requested in the forms that appear on the Website, in order to be able to offer you the requested 
service. In the case of not providing all the required data as necessary GUTINVEST INTERNATIONAL ASSETS, may not proceed to the user registration 
or deny the specific service. If you wish to modify the information associated with your Account, you can do so by visiting your configuration in the 
section, Personal data.

18 %

THESE SPECIFIC CONDITIONS ARE COMPLETED WITH THE GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE

Subject to adjudication: In case the offer of a lot does not reach the minimum sale price, the seller reserves the 
right to accept or reject the highest offer.

Award:  The seller reserves the right to award the equipment before the fixed deadline


